Vibrational energy relaxation rates via the linearized semiclassical approximation: applications to neat diatomic liquids and atomic-diatomic liquid mixtures.
We report the results obtained from the application of our previously proposed linearized semiclassical method for computing vibrational energy relaxation (VER) rates (J. Phys. Chem. A 2003, 107, 9059, 9070) to neat liquid oxygen, neat liquid nitrogen, and liquid mixtures of oxygen and argon. Our calculations are based on a semiclassical approximation for the quantum-mechanical force-force correlation function, which puts it in terms of the Wigner transforms of the force and the product of the Boltzmann operator and the force. The calculation of the multidimensional Wigner integrals is made feasible by the introduction of a local harmonic approximation. A systematic analysis has been performed of the temperature and mole-fraction dependences of the VER rate constant, as well as the relative contributions of centrifugal and potential forces, and of different types of quantum effects. The results were found to be in very good quantitative agreement with experiment, and they suggest that this semiclassical approximation can capture the quantum enhancement, by many orders of magnitude, of the experimentally observed VER rate constants over the corresponding classical predictions.